
WRITE A PROGRAM TO COUNT SET BITS IN A NUMBER

Write an efficient program to count number of 1s in binary representation of an Simple Method Loop through all bits in
an integer, check if a bit is set and if it is.

You can use bitwise and bit shift operator by your own, or, you can use Java API to count number of set bits.
For example 2, which is binary has just one set bit. The AND operation selects the bits that are in the correct
reversed positions, relative to each bit groups of bits. This is commonly asked interview question. Further
Learning. Fig 1: Counting set bits by divide and conquer strategy courtesy Hacker's Delight. That optimization
shaves two operations off using only shifting and XORing to find the parity. Angus recommended the more
portable versions above, involving casting on March 4,  I made a typo with Don's suggestion that Eric Cole
spotted on January 8,  Cut the paper in half, so that half the values are on each cut piece. Rohit Garg suggested
the version for non-negative integers on September 12,  To do so, we can XOR the value to test with a word
that has been filled with the byte values in which we're interested. Yet another fraction of an operation was
removed on November 14, by Emanuel Hoogeveen. This second table could then be used for the y lookups,
thus reducing the operations by two, but almost doubling the memory required. The following is a fast way to
compute the next permutation. Next, the binary number 0x in hex is shifted to the right by the value
represented in the lowest nibble of v. I came up with this independently and then searched for a subsequence
of the table values, and found it was invented earlier by Reiser, according to Hacker's Delight. If the mask is a
constant, then there may be no advantage. Following C program implements the divide and conquer strategy
of counting set bits in a binary string. Hey, if you got bored of reading technical stuff. We are done checking
for Right most bit and now time is to check second last bit. Devised by Sean Anderson, August 15,  By using
the above macro compacted table, we can rewrite the above program as follows. It requires one more
operation than the earlier one involving modulus division, but the multiply may be faster. Typically, the
obvious approach is best, though. If there are k bits, then we need the arrays S and B to be ceil lg k elements
long, and we must compute the same number of expressions for c as S or B are long.


